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boson netsim and the network simulator technology is based on vcpp (virtual completion packet protocol) and vbp (virtual buffer packet) techniques. vcpp is a cisco proprietary protocol that is used in cisco routers and switches. vbp is a cisco proprietary protocol that is used for generating packets.the vcpp and vbp protocols are used to make the packet-simulation
environment a more realistic one. vcpp and vbp are used when the computer needs to simulate a cisco router or switch. vcpp and vbp are used to make the packet-simulation environment a more realistic one.when a cisco router or switch sends out packets, the router or switch uses the vcpp protocol to generate the packet. boson netsim can also simulate real cisco
routers or switches. however, it is much easier to use boson netsim to simulate a cisco router or switch when you are learning cisco. it provides a much more realistic packet-simulation environment. a second version of the network simulator was released in 2007 and is still available for download. this version of the network simulator is designed to be used with the
boson virtual packet technology software and hardware. some of the new features that were added in this version include: -support for ieee 802.11 wireless interfaces -support for ipv4 and ipv6 addresses -support for tcp and udp protocols the third and latest version of the network simulator was released in 2012 and is still available for download. this version of the

network simulator is designed to be used with the boson virtual packet technology software and hardware. some of the new features that were added in this version include: -support for ethernet and ieee 802.11 wireless interfaces -support for ipv4 and ipv6 addresses -support for tcp and udp protocols -support for ipv6 over ipv4 and ipv6 over ethernet -support for ipv6
over ieee 802.11 wireless interfaces -support for ipv6 over ieee 802.
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